edy £٥٢ the terrible malady which killed thousands 0£
soldiers in the early days 0£ the first W orld W ar.
T here was the name, still unfamiliar to many, 0£ Dr.
Carlos Finlay 0£ Cuba, who led the fight against
Yellow F ever. There was our own Dr. W alter Reed
0£ the University 0£ Virginia, who £0110wed in Dr.
Finlay's steps and gave to man control over that
dread£ul scourge. W hen our Community W ar Fund
makes it appeal £٠٢ gifts which transcend national
boundaries, it can do so with the proud consciousness
that it is loyal to the scientific as well as to the religious tradition 0£ our country. Science is already international. Almost every country in the world, and
certainly every country in the W estern hemisphere,
has already provided pioneers in its explorations and
heroes in its stri£eTo li£t human motivation to this high level, to integrate it here, to make 0£ our war-time togetherness
a £ulcrum with which eventually to upli£t and aid the
world, is the main task 0£ the Community W ar Fund.
A nd it can be done. 0 £ all bane£ul illusions, that
expressed in the banal axiom, “You can't change
human nature,” is the most mischievous. I t can be
re£uted today by grim reminders 0£ the changes that
have taken place in enemy countries. M odern Italy,
that gave us Mazzini and Cavour and Garibaldi and
the heroes 0£ Risorgimento, is now giving us the £as-

cists, because  ﺀهideotogical perversion. The land
that gave us Goethe is now giving us Goebbels £or the
same reason. Japan, that gave us the great bacteriologist and human bene£actor. Dr. Noguchi, is now
giving us the £eral Japanese miltarists. H um an nature can be made worse by education; it can as readily be bettered. W ithout becoming Utopian and courting disillusion, it is still possible to say that human
nature can be changed and redirected and made better by giving controlling power to such ideals as those
£or which the Community W ar Fund stands. The
time has come when, i£ there is to be a better £uture
£or humanity at large, every nation which cherishes
the Christian tradition 0£ unselfish service should develop its incalculable latent resources 0£ sympathy
and mobilize them fo r such service upon a worldwide scale. F or we can imagine disease checked and
its ravages limited; we can imagine ignorance instructed; poverty banished; the waste places 0£ the
earth irrigated, re£orested, drained, made fit £or human habitation, by a quite small £raction 0£ the
physical and moral energy which at the present time
is by sad necessity devoted to producing and using
instruments 0£ destruction. W hen the w ar is over,
there will be an opportunity unique in the annals 0£
time £or the rebuilding 0£ civilization, and the time
to prepare £٠٢ it is now.
H . C. R.

Thoughts in Wartime England
LYNN HAROLD HOUGH
N Sunday, June 28th, 1942, I reaehed Britain by plane.
All of July, all of August and half of September were
spent in the British Isles, all but four days’ time in England.
Dn September 10th I left England by plane. The visit was
made as a result 0£ an invitati©n from the British Ministry  ه£ In£ormation. There were Sundays of preaching in
Brighton and Harrow and eight Sundays (sixteen services)
at the Church 0£ the Holy Sepulchre where the City Temple
congregation is worshipping since the bombing of the City
Temple building. There were addresses in and about Mam
ehester, Liverpool, Bristol, Cardiff, Carlisle, Nottingham and
Southampton as well as London. There were visits to British
Army camps with addresses to groups of men in the ranks
and to groups of officers. There were meetings with groups
of the clergy, Anglican and Eree. And there were very many
talks with men of significance in British life in their clubs
and in their homes.
Twenty-eight years ago I made my first trip to Britain
spending four months in the British Is؛es. Twenty-four years
ago I preached first in the City Temple, whose pulpit I have
occupied, usually £٠٢ a month, during many summers since.
For ten years I have been a member of the National Liberal
Club, where I met so many friends this summer. Preaching
in Scotland (Wellington and Elgin Place Churches, in Glasgow and the Parish Church of St. George’s in Edinburgh)

O

has led to many £riendships north 0£ the Tweed, and happy
visits, for preaehing in Carrs Lane Chureh in Birmingham
and other ehurehes about England have added to one’s sense
o£ intimaey with English life. All this furnishes the baekground of individual relations in England on the part of the
person whose thoughts are to he reeorded in this artiele.

The wartime scene arrests one's instant and eager
attention. The signs 0£ destruction all about London tell their own tragic story. But the £ashion in
which these Londoners have dealt with the devastation is almost more remarkable than the devastation
itsel£. The m atter o£ rebuilding will 0£ course largely
be a question 0£ post-war activity. But with the utmost efficiency the immediate problems have been met.
The spirit o£ London is seen today in its clear, clean
streets and it is evident that a raid was scarcely over
be£ore the work 0£ taking away debris, and doing

such work of restoration as was possible, was undertaken. Someone has estimated that it would require
ten years of intense bombing to destroy London. One
suspects that a very much longer period would be required for the crushing of the English spirit, if indeed it could be crushed at all. You go to your club
and find a complicated structure of scaffolding where
the great circular stairway, the particular pride of the
club, once stood. But you learn that lunch was served
at the club the very morning of the bombing. You
stand sadly by the ruins of the City Temple. But on
Sunday you look out upon a congregation gathered
from all about London and its environs in spite of
the reduction of conveyances of every kind and the
scattering of the membership of the church to various
parts of England. A n alert comes at three o’clock in
the morning at a big London hotel. There is no
panic among the people who gather ready to go to the
shelters. But as the men and women move about
quietly you see something in their eyes which tells
you that they have looked into stark terror. Men
come to London in the morning with flowers in their
buttonholes and bright dry jests upon their lips.
W ith pleasant pride they show you the shelters they
have built for the hour of need. One friend busy
helping homeless people confesses that he has not
slept in his own bed for over two years. Men hurry
away from dinner with you to take up duty as fire
watchers. T he little electric lamps gleam for an instant in the black-out hours. And the tiny dots of
light are more significant than the darkness. Your
friends tell you tales of the bad times of bombing.
Some of the stories are very tragic. But they are
never dramatized. They are told as a part of the experiences men must meet in days like these. They do
not like such experiences. But they meet them with
unconquered eyes when they come. Y our friends talk
to you by the hour. You get to know their opinions
about all the problems which confront the tense and
torn humanity which inhabits this planet in these
treacherous days. T here is never a loss of perspective, never a touch of hysteria. There is always the
cool eye, the clear mind and the steadfast purpose.
H
It cannot be denied that the dislocation produced
by the war has had its influence upon attendance at
the churches. The “Evacués” were scattered all about
England. Many have returned. Many are still dispersed. But the churches have entered so deeply
into the wartime suffering of the people and ha^e
ministered to them with such constant fa ith fu ln e ss
and understanding that probably it would be fair to
say that never have the masses of the people felt a
^ o re kindly appreciation of the churches than today.
In so many cases that I think one can say they are

typical, the Christian minister has becnme a “ Mr.
G reatheart,” not only known but loved by the whole
community. Preachers like Leslie W eatherhead have
a devoted following not only in London but all over
England. There is a healing touch on the minds as
well as on the bodies of men. And those who possess
the gift have come to a great hour of opportunity
and of power. The man who speaks of ׳the great
Christian doctrines from an English pulpit with sincerity and earnestness and intellectual grasp is surprised at the response which he elicits. But beyond
those visible and audible matters, which may be computed, is the movement of the mind of the people
toward the things of the spirit. Countless men and
women have come to feel that they must lean upon
a strength firmer than their own, that they must depend not merely upon a power, but upon a Great
Person, who in these terrible days is making for
righteousness. And practically everyone responds to
the discovery of the young surgeon in Emlyn W illiams’ play The M orning Star, that his instinct in
mending broken things is a reflection of something
very deep and very real in the life of the universe.
The chaplains are achieving an intimate and comradely relation to the men with whom they serve,
which has a very profound influence. They are making prayer real. Religion comes to life in their activities. And while there is a fine simplicity and humility about them, they have not forgotten that they
represent Jesus Christ. Nor do the men with whom
their lot is cast forget. As far as I could see there
is a most widespread sense that religion is a part ٠/
life and not something apart from life. I never found
it easier to talk of religion as a living force than
when speaking to soldiers and civilians this summer.
Tragedy always opens the door of the temple of faith.
And surely England has known tragedy.
Ill
Everywhere as you go about people want you to
talk to them about America and the Americans. One
of the editions of H obbs’ Leviathan contained a picture of a giant man made up of numerous little men.
Perhaps this picture might represent any modern
man. Particularly well it represents the typical modern American. H ow many men have had a share in
making any one of us—that is, how many kinds of
men  إAll the blood of Europe throbs in our blood.
All the speech of Europe is articulate in one way or
another in our speech. There are a hundred and
thirty million of us. And if you leave out the Negroes, who came without their own consent, and the
American Indians, who were here when we came, we
all arrived—a least our ancestors did—because we
wanted to get away from something in the Old
W orld and to find a land of promise in the new. It

is something which throbs in our blood stream—
this conviction that all the rest of the world consists
of places good to get away fro m and the American
Republic is a place good to get to. This is the root
of our spirit of isolation. W e must transcend it for
the good of our own souls and for the good of the
world. But how indigenous it is. Then there is our
language. W e use English words with nuances and
idioms which come from every European speech.
W ith all this process of cross fertilization what a
speech it will be one d a y ؟Already it has passed
beyond the bounds of H . w. Eowler’s Dictionary ٠/
M odern English Usage.
O ur churches all have roots in ancient churches of
Europe and Asia. M any of them have the deepest
kinship with churches of old England. A nd we are
curiously versatile in religion. H ave we not invented Mormonism and Christian Science ؟Thjg
spirit of adventure has gotten into all our churches.
M ost of them tend to move into uncharted ways.
Some have tended to use historic phrases to express
a gracious rhetoric, rather than a permanent loyalty.
Perhaps only when we have put a deeper loyalty at
the heart of our spirit of adventure will our churches
really do their work in the world.
W e have a political tradition indubitably British.
W e understand the M a ^ a Charta, the Bill of Rights
and the Reform Bills as a corpus of democratic life
better than do any other people in the world. W e too
have fought for a liberty sealed by order and an
order based upon liberty. It is less our blood—though
there is something in that—than our ideals which
unite the varied races which constitute the American
Republic to Britain. O ur blood may be mixed but in
the main we read and write books which have grown
 اﺗﺎهof the British tradition, and the eyes with which
we look upon the world are, rather more than we
have ever understood, the gift to us of Britain. O ur
literary rosary consists in the main of British names,
when we leave the w riters of our own land, except
when we include those classic names to which all
m odern civilized men (British, American, German,
Erench, Scandinavian, Italian and Russian) look back
with admiration and awe. O ur young cosmopolitan
w riters are doing something to change this. And our
M arxian thinkers have other gods. But these new
processes are rather embryonic than actual in the
Republic as a whole.

friends say ٤٠ you: “W hat ean we do ٤٠ make your
Ameriean soldiers feel ^٤ home among us? W e cannot en؛ertain ؛hem in the fashion which would have
been possible in pre-war days. Bu، if they will take
us as we are, and accept such food as in these times
of rationing we can offer, we will be glad to have
them in our homes. ״And from the American you
are apt to h ear: “I am receiving so many invitations
that I cannot accept them all. ״To be sure there are
problems. O ur soldiers are paid at a higher rate
than the British. And sometimes the glamor of the
American soldier—a very attractive person—and of
the money he has to spend, causes English girls to
show more interest in him than in the British Tommy.
Then there is the color problem. These American
Negroes with their soft voices and gentle ways are
very interesting to the British who are eager to serve
them in their canteens and ٤٠ welcome them in their
homes. The white soldiers from south of the Mason
and Dixon line—and not they alone—are a bit astonished. A nd sometimes more than that. One asks
rather searching questions about the nature of democracy as one confronts this problem.
The best factor in the whole situation is found in
friendships which are being established across national lines. Every time an American soldier comes
to think of a British soldier as his particular friend
something very profound and promising has happened. A nd every time a British lad finds a pal in
an American there is an implicit individual treaty
which is good for both nations. You hear British
officers in the camps say how easy they find it ٤٠
admire and to like American officers. And you know
that when the men who are waiting somewhat tensely
for the days of large scale fighting come to the times
of action, the sense of comradeship will increase.
V
Then of course there is Russia. T he magnificent
resistance of the Russians to the invasion of their
land has won our deepest respect and admiration.
And as the months of bitter struggle have gone on,
the sense that they are fighting our own battles has
become more profound and insistent. The desire for
a second front to support them grows. “But we
cannot afford another Dunkirk, ״say British officers.
“W e must put all our power into an effective support ju st as soon as we can, ״the men on the streets
and in the homes and in the camps say to each other
every day.
In all this there is a rather clear sense that the
admiration for Russia and the support of Russia do
not involve a support of the particular social and
economic theories associated with the recent history
of that great people. And with all the apprehension
of the corruption of the old Russian Church, any one

IV
Ju st now there are multitudes of Americans in
England. One meets American officers and men in
the ranks everywhere. You see them on the streets,
in the hotels, and in the clubs. A nd they are receiving a most hearty welcome. Indeed there is something winning about the way in which your English
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who has heard the deep and rich Russian religious
music ٠٢ who has an apprehension of the feeling for
religion in the very center of the Russian spirit,
comes also to the conviction that one ought to recognize something in the religious tradition of Russia
which m ust not be allowed to die.
VI
W e could not forget India if we would. The typical opinion one finds in England is that India was
offered self-government and refused, that Ghandi was
ready essentially to betray India to Japan, that the
Indian people must be saved from civil war, and that
the position the British Government has taken must
be approved and supported. The sense that Ghandi
is more a medicine man than a saint grows among
many thoughtful people all the while.
It ought to be evident that the Americans who
would like to interfere, court the profoundest and
most tragic misunderstanding. If we had hurried in
after D unkirk putting our whole might with Britain,
certain things would be vastly different. There is no
complaint in respect of the Battle of Britain but the
fact is that alone, one great commonwealth of nations met the menace of that terrible time and won
in that great contention. The winning of the Battle
of Britain saved us from situations which would have
been tragically inevitable had Britain been defeated.
And the British can surely be understood if they feel
that not even by entering the war have we won the
right to attem pt to dictate the policy of the British
Empire in its internal affairs. If these relationships
are involved in potentialities which have far-reaching
implications, our State Department can be trusted
through the normal diplomatic channels of friendly
discussion to consider them with the great power
whose immediate concern they are. The rushing into
public discussion on the part of not too well inform ed
and passionate idealists may bring com fort to H itler.
It will scarcely help toe Allied cause.
V II
Britain is showing marvelous poise. Unwelcome
news came in this summer from N orth Africa. The
reports from Russia were startling and alarming. In
England the people took the bad news with the good
in their stride, never losing their faith in ultimate
victory.
But we m ust not forget that they have been at w ar
for over three years. T he strain has been terrific.
The subconscious tension is beyond anything we can
easily realize. The British have not broken. A nd
they will not break. But we must not make the strain
harder for them by ill-considered criticism and suggestions. As one lives in England week after week.

meeting people  ﺀهall sorts and conditions, he comes
to share in a measure at least the quality of their
own tense experience. Coming back to the United
States is like leaving one world and entering another.
To be sure, we are in the war. And we are giving ourselves gloriously to the great enterprise. But the hour
when we will feel the w ar’s awful weight and personally apprehend its destructive tragedy is yet to
come. Going from city to city in England, inspecting the destruction which fell under one’s eyes, gradually the apprehension of the meaning of it all for
those who passed through the fire, became dramatically clear. And with added experience of understanding, one’s admiration for the quietly strong peopie who came through these experiences with their
hold on the normal ways of life unaffected, grew to
be a glowing warmth in one’s heart.
V III
If when the victory is won, we insist on having
Utopia, we will actually have hell. If we see clearly
that some things—the Nazi oppression and the Japanese treacherous power—must be brought to an end,
and regard this as the purpose of the war, so much
can be accomplished. If after this we are content to
go forward step by step, firmly securing each clearly
envisaged gain before going on to the next, we can
be saved from the vast disillusionm ent and the hitter
sense of frustration which followed the last war.
There is much danger that the people who tried to
prevent our entering the war will wreck the peace.
A good many of them are now assuming that other
people will kindly win the war for them and are setting about making blueprints for the peace. They are
often persons of spacious and persuasive speech and
writing. W hen they tried to isolate America from
the moral life of the world they were aiding the very
forces they professed to hate. And now if we allow
them to have their way, their uncritical and unrealistic idealism will betray us again. W e can crush
the evil thing which has been let loose in the world.
Then slowly and with infinite care we can move forward doing one thing at a time. But we cannot have
an instant Utopia. The world will be a difficult
place while it is recovering from its terrible agony.
W e will need patience. W e will need faith. But
though the early morning may be unpleasantly cold
and heavy with mist, it will be the beginning of the
new day, if we are worthy of the trust which will
be placed in our hands.
IX
In England one kept thinking of the two proud
friendly nations which must march down the way of
life together. They are but a part of the great world.

to be sure. A nd the world is every m an’s world.
And the four freedoms are for every man. But the
British Commonwealth of Nations and the United
States of America together can clear the path for the
nations and make the way of the peoples of all lands
a way leading toward the sure if distant light. There
are forces in the United States and there are forces
in Britain which will need to be watched and checked
if the good fruits of victory are to be made secure.
The great problems are never simple. They are always complicated. But they are not too difficult for
gradual sound solution.
X
If the Christian Church is honest eyed and strong
minded enough to make itself permanently the voice
and the instrument of moral love, its contribution to
the life of mankind may be of an importance beyond
computation. But it must repudiate forever the fallacy of the isolated virtue. Love alone becomes soft
and corrupting. Righteousness alone becomes hard
and cruel. Love suffused with righteousness and
righteousness warm with love can speak to the world
words of judgment which are yet words of hope.
Only the word of moral love is good enough and
wise enough and strong enough to meet the need of
mankind-

T he land of the Beowulf tales, the land of the
vision of Piers Plowman, the land of the spiritual
beauty of Spenser, and the moral grandeur of Milton,
the land of the Cambridge Platonists and the W esleyan Revival, the land where spiritual liberty has
lived with simple and solemn grandeur generation
after generation is a good land even in a terrible war.
And the thoughts which fill one’s mind there, still
haunt the imagination among the familiar sights and
sounds of the land to which he returns from all his
journeys—the land to be most deeply loved and most
sternly judged—just because it is one’s own.

Dealing with Japanese Evacuees
I came away from a recent visit to one of the Japanese Assembly Centers in California with the conviction
that there is one thing that must be done which stands
out above all the complications that surround this problem. Action must be taken without delay to discriminate
between those Japanese Americans who are known to be
loyal and those who are suspected of disloyalty. The
failure to do this is seriously damaging the morale of the
loyal Japanese. They are in custody under conditions that
strongly suggest that all are suspected by the government. They may know that the government suspects only
a small minority, but the fact that they are in custody
convinces them that the general public does suspect them
all. If the general public in its ignorance does, the only
way in which that attitude can be changed is for the government to clear most of them after investigations have
been made. It may be necessary to divide them into three
categories : those who are known to be loyal, those who
are either known to be disloyal or are under strong suspicion, those who will have to be cleared more slowly
because mo little is known about them. It is intolerable
that those whose loyalty can easily be established should
be made to suffer this great blow to their morale as persons. W e should at this stage separate this process of
clearing the majority of the interned Japanese from the
much debated question of the evacuation and from the
question of their immediate release. Their release may
have to come gradually as communities are prepared to
receive them but the beginning of such preparation depends upon words and action by the government which
remove from them this cloud of suspicion. There perhaps
can be two opinions about the original evacuation, but
how much longer can the American people keep almost
75,000 American citizens penned up under conditions that
are not externally cruel but that are humiliating? Remove
the stigma of suspicion now from as many as possible and
with that most of the humiliation, and then gradually release them under conditions that will restore their selfrespect as Americans.
John

c. B e n n e t t .
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$¡٢ Stafford Cripps ٠٨ the Function ٠١ the Church ¡٨
Foh'tic؟
Sir Stafford Cripps, Lord Privy Seal in the House of
Commons, spoke recently on the function of the Church
in politics. He said in part as follows :
“It is not the function of the Church as an organized
body to enter the list of political parties. To do so would
be to confuse the issues and to jeopardize the power of
religion. It is for the Church to provide the moral force
and driving power for social and economic development.
The technical details of government and legislation are
for politicians.

“But all this does not imply that politicians are to be
materialists. W e require more than ever today courageous Christians in our political life. Por since this
moral power is essentially designed to influence political
decisions, its creation and growth must impinge directly
on political thought and action. Christian principles must
be made so to permeate public opinion that no government can act against them; and those principles must be
related to the social and economic problems of the moment, must not be mere vague idealistic platitudes, unrelated to the actual structure of our society or to the
burning problems that vex the people.״

